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INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this Thesis is to design and economically com-
pare four types of highway bridges now in common use, namely, 
the reinforced concrete type, the encased steel beam type, the 
through plate girder type, and the through Pratt truss type of 
bridge. The span for this investigation shall be 128 ft. di-
vided as follows: 4 spans at 32 ft. for the reinforced concrete, 
2 spans at 64 ft. for the encased beam type, 2 spans at 64 ft. 
for the plate girder, and a single span of 1E8 ft. for the truss 
bridge. Width of roadway for each bridge shall be about 40 ft., 
and each shall be designed for a 12 ton live loading. Complete 
description and design data for each bridge is given before the 
design of that bridge is started. 
These bridges are to be compared from the standpoint of first 
cost only, and under the assumption that local conditions for 
steel and concrete structures are identical. For type selection 
of any structure these and other conditions such as maintenance, 
life, location, etc. would be taken into consideration. 
References were made throughout the design and preparation of 
this Thesis to the following books and notes: "Design of Highway 
Bridges", by Kirkham, "Highway Bridges", by Ketchum, "Handbook 
of Cost Data", by Gillettee, "Concrete Design Notes", by Snow, 
"American Civil Engineers Handbook", by Merrimen and Wiggam. 
Each bridge will be designed and a cost sheet compiled for that 
particular bridge. In the conclusion a comparison of the cost 
of the four bridges will be made. 
d-Wind Stresses pp 60 to pp 63 
e-Design of Sections pp 63 to pp 65 
f-Design of Joints pp 65 to pp 68 
g-Snd Vlate Design pp 68 to pp 69 
h-Cost - pp 69 to pp 70 
6-CO14CLUSION pp 71 
7'iDESI411 TABLES 
REINFORCED CONCRETE SIAB., BEAM, GIRDER, 
COLUMN TYPE BRIDGE 
Span 4 at 32 ft. 	128 ft. 
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DESCRIPTION OF BRIDGE 
General Description- The first bridge to be designed shall be 
the reinforced concrete slab, beam, girder, column type, made 
up of four spans at 32 ft., giving an overall length of 128 ft. 
The roadway shall be 40 ft.(c to c of railing): The floor 
shall be reinforced concrete resting on floorbeams spaced at 5 
ft. and running lengthwise the bridge. These beams shall rest 
on girders spaced at 32 ft.(one at each end of each section). 
Columns shall be spaced at 10 ft. giving a cantilever overhang 
of 5 ft. of girder at each end. Wearing surface of 25# per. ft. 
of roadway to be used. 
LOADS- Dead Load- The dead load shall consist of the weight of th 
floor slab, beams, girders, columns and wearing surface. 
Reinforced concrete shall be assumed to weigh 150# per. 
Cu. ft. 
Live Load- The bridge will be designed for a 12 ton truck 
live loading. 19,200f on two rear wheels(9,600f each 
wheel) and 4,800#(2 , 400f each) on front wheels. 
Impact- 30% shall be added for impact. 
Wind Load- No appreciable effect on this type bridge. 
General Dimensions- 
Span- 4 spans at 32 ft. out to out = 128 ft. overall. 
Width of roadway- About 38 ft. 
Spacing of beams- 5 ft. c to c lengthwise the bridge. 
Spacing of girders- One girder at each end of each section 
Spacing of columns- 10 ft. c to o with a cantilever over- 
hang of girder of 5 ft. on each side. 
5' 
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3 MOMENTS ON SLAB : HARDY CROSS METHOD 
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5 MOMENTS ON GIRDERS : HARDY CROSS METHOD 
(Concentrated Live Loads) 
Assume beam to be 2' by 2.5', EI/L = 1/12(2)(2.5) 3/10 
- ;260 and k = 4 
Assume column to be 2' by 2', EI/L is 1/12(2)(2) 3 /20 
,065 and k 1 
- 1/8(w)(1) - 1/8(1)(10) 	1.25 
0 	 0 
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(Concentrated Dead Load) 
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'OREM STRESSES 
fo - (o4)(2000) = 800 
fs - 18,000 
n lb 
u = (05)(2000) = 100 
v(no web reinforcement) = (:03)(2000) = 60 
v(with web reinforcement) = (;12)(2000) = 240 
K(over supports) ° 165 
K(o:1;) = 138;7 
FLOOR DESIGN 
Effective width for moment - (4/3)x, x = span/2 • 5/2 
• (4/3)2,5 = 3;33 1 
Effective width for shear = (4/3)x, x = 25d, assume d = 7' 
- ( 4/3 )( 2:5 )( 7 ) = 23;1" • 1:82' 
Loads 
(Moment) Concentrated P = (:4)(2000)(12) = 9600# 
Qi = Load per ft, bridge floor - 9600/3.33 - 2890# 
W = Uniform load 
Wt, of slab • (9/12)(150) • 112# 
Wt: of pavement = 20# 
W = 112 + 20 = 132# 
(Shear) Concentrated P = 9600# 
Q2 = Load per ft. bridge floor - 9600/1;82 = 5220# 
W 0 Same as for moment = 132# 
( Moments ) 
Max: plus moment as shown = +74Q1 
Max: nog, moment as shown = -.703Q1 
Max, plus moment = ;74(2890)+1/24(5) 2 (152) - 22,5 
Adding impact - 2275+:38(2275) - +3140'0 
Max: negative moment . .71(5220)+1/11(5) 2 (132) = -4075 
Adding impact = 4075+:38(4075) • •.620'0 
(Shears) Max. shear when large wheel is at seater of span. 
Va • (1/2)(Q2) = 1/2(5220) = 26104,500 . 3100'0 
V1(Max) 	Q2+1/2(W)(L) = 5220+1/2(132)M 
. 5500+700 . 6200 ° 0 
(Depth of Floor Slab) 
Moment 
bd2 = M/K 	b = 12" 
d 
V (6620)(12)/(139)(12) 	(at (31.) 
d = 7*(about) 
d = ,/(6620)(18)/(165)(12) 	(at support) 
d 6+" 
Shear 
bd = V/vj 
4 . V/vjb 
. 3100/(60)(7/8)(12) 	(at 	1.) 
d 
d = 6200/630 
d = 9" 
Use d . 9", 41 - 2", d+di . 11" (slightly in *mess 
of assumed value) 
(Area of Steel) 
As 11 Nifsid 	 (at 0.1 -.) 
As = 3140/(18000)(:875)(7/12) 
As me 28 square inches 
As = 6620/(18000)(:875)(7/12) (at support) 
(at support) 
RR ZR 	(P+P1),„1-(x+2:8)/It +(1000)(L/2) 
X = RX.500X2  
10 
Ag = .14 square inches 
7/12 of steel at c1, must be carried in bottom of slab 
at support,(7/12)(;26) = .16 square inches in bottom of 
slab over support; 
(Bond) 
ZO = V/vjd 
3100/(100)(0375)(7) 	(at o1) 
506" in bottom 
IO = 6620/61:3 	 (at support) 
20 . 10;'6" at top 
(Steel) Use 1/2"i - 12" 13 to a in bottom from rail to rail: 
Bend 5/8"i - 12" o to o through inflection points so 
that the steel is at top over supports and in bottom 
at ol: Add 2 - 5/8"1 6" o to o over supports and 
extend to point of inflection on each side. Inflection 
POillt'ie 1/4(5) = 1.210 from (3.1: of support: 
FLOOR BEAM DESIGN 
Each beam will carry 1 row of truck wheels plus 5' of floor slab 
Max, shear at center . (112)+(02)P1 
= (9600/2)+(2/32)(2400) 
. 4950# 
Reactions and moments are shown on next page: 
: I in Ft. 	: It in Pt. lbs, : R in lbs. 
0 : 	0 : 	27.050 
4 • . 104.200 : 25.480 
• . u • 15 9.000 . : 23.900 
12 198.000 : 22.480 : 
14 (max,): 	216,800 : 21.640  
14.5 . . 207.000m : 21,500  
16 • .	206.200 : 21.270 • .
• . 16 . 206.000 : 20.900 • .
(Interior Beam Design) 
*T" at 0.1; 
M/febt2  . 216,800(12) /(18003(60)(108) - .022 
fo/f8 . 800/18000 a .045 
Beam will be designed as rectangular beam. 








d - 18" 
(Rectangular Beam at Support) 
bd V/vj 
bd = 27050/96(.875) 
bd = 282" 
Use b = 14" (width of T Beam stem at c.1:) 
d 20" 
(Steel at o.1.) 
As = M/f8 jd 
216,800(12)/18,000(;876)(18) 
As = 9,'2 square inches 
Use 6 11/4" square bars in 2 rows 
d+di . 20" 
18+2 = 20" 
(Stirrups) 
Use 3/8"i U Stirrups 
Vo  vbjd 
• (60)(14)(:875)(2l) 
e • 16,500 
Vat support) • 27,060.16,500 = 11,550 and s • 51/2" 
Max: allowed spacing - (45/90+10)(4-18) • ear 
Spacing changes to 6" when Ts • 10,000 
This occurs 1;6'from 0:1; of support 
12 
Spaoing changes to 7" when Vs = 7,750 
This occurs 24" from c;l: of support 
Spacing changes to 8" when Vi • 6,500 
This occurs 36' from c:1: of support 
These spacings will be used as shown in diagram except 
where they can be omitted on account of bent up bars: 
Stirrups to 7 7' of c.1: 
(Weight of Beam) 
[(14/12)(80-9)/127150 = 1611 per ft (assumed 1501) 
(Exterior Beam Design) 
This beam will carry 3' of floor load having a weight 
of (9/12)(3)(150) • 350#: Assume railing weighs 3001, 
giving W = 6501, This load nears that as used for in. 
terior beam design(slightly less) and the same shears 
and moments as used for interior beam design will be 
used: Beam shall be designed as rectangular, the rail. 
ing base being a part of the beam, 














MOMENT, SHEAR BENDING DIAGRAMS FOR BEAMS 
MOMENT 
l6 o" 	 
G- I Ytt. # It3"Ft.s 
3€1" 	 Exc. E- -r AT BeHm 
INTERIOR saikm 	 
G' 
13 
Vc 	vdjb 	(60)(16)(.875)(34) • 28,6001 
Vie • 27,060..28,600 1,bb0# (no stirrups required) 
(Area of Steel) 
As 	207,000(12)/(18,000)(.875)(34) • 4:63 s . ins; 
Use b-1" square bars 
GIRDER DESIGN 
Four columns spaced 10' on centers, with a cantilever over- 
hang of 5' on each side, The girder will span these columns; 
(Uniform Load) 
(W)Girder Weight ic 8001 per ft (assumed) 
(B)Concentrated Dead Load, Due to weight of floor, 
pavement and stems of floor beams: The girder 
is assumed to support he weight of 16' or one 
half the space of floor in each direction: Total 32' 
Wt, of bridge floor - (32)(8)(;75)(150) - 28,800# 
Wt 	of pavement = (32)(8)(:75)(25) - 	4,800 
Wt. of stem (14/12)(11/12)(32)(150) 5.130 
Total (B) 38,730# 
(A)Concentrated Live Load 
P+(P1)(L.a/L)+(11)(L-a/L) • 9,600+2,400(.97) 
11,900# 
Maximum moment coefficiehts as given by the moment charts are 
tabulated below: 
Load Over 1st Col; C,L, Span Over 2nd Col: 
800 (V) •12.5 10,09 -7.4 
38,730 (B) - 5,0 3,08 -0.58 
11,900 (A) - 5.0 1,72 -042 
Moments - -263,150 152,216 -49,650 
14 
Using b as 24" and substituting in the formula bd 2- MA, 
d = 28" over the 1st column, 23" at o;l: of span and 12" 
over the 2nd column; 
(Shears) 
v = 60 	d = V/(60)(.875)(24) = v/1260 
At the end of overhang V - 11,900+38,730 is 50,630, 	d - 40" 
Left of lst Column 
	
V = 50,630+4,000 = 54,630, 	d = 43" 
Right of lst Column 
	
V = .5(50,630)+8,000 • 33,315, d is 26" 
Left of End Column 
	
V = ,5(50,630)+8,000 = 33,315, d = 26" 
CL ; of Span V = .5(50,630) = 25,315, d is 20" 
Stirrups will be used in the cantilever overhangs, d being used 
as E8" and d' = 3" 
Check for shear at left of support in overhang; Beam (with 
stirrups) will carry (120)(24)(875)(28) 	70,050i: Shear is 
50,630, so 120 is not exceeded; 
Check for girder weight 
(24/12)(31/12)(150) is 780# 	(800# was assumed) 
(Steel Required) 
As is M/fs jd 	.00064104 	0 = Viujd 
d = 28" Over 1st Col; 	As • 6 sq; in: 0 = 22,4" V is 54,630 
d - 23" At c;l: Span . As = 4;23 0 = 12;5" V is 25,315 
d = 111" Oger End Col; 	As is 24b 0 - 14;7 V s 33,315 
Over 1st Col; use 6.1" sq; bars, As = 6 sq. ins., 0 is 24" 
In C.L; Span use 5-1" sq 	bars, 	As • S sq. in:, 0 • 20" 
Over End Support use 4-1" sq, bars, As si 4 sq in„ 0 is 16" 
All bars over 1st support will be carried along the top of 
the girder over the 2nd support except 2-1" square bars; 
These bars will be out off at a distance L = (fs/4u)D, 
L • (18,000/400)1 - 45" from right edge of first column; 
These 4 bars will run the entire distance of the girder; 
1.1"sq; bar is added at c;l: and is carried a distance of 
4;0' on each side of c;1; Twe 1"sq; bars will be carried 
completely around the girder on the outer edges. 
(Stirrups in Cantilever Overhang) 
Use 3/8"4 U stirrups 
At left of 3stcolumn V0 a (60)(24)(,875)(28) 	35,300 
Vs 54,630.36,300 - 19,330 and s - 6" (from diagram) 
At end of overhang V c - 60,630 
Vs - 60,430-36,300 - 16,330 and s 	6" 
Put 1st stirrup 6" from end, space 4 at 6" and 4 at 0", 
none being used over the support; 
COLUMN DESIGN 
Columns for this bridge will be designed as eccentric 
(Interior Column Loadings) 
Case #1 (see accompanying diagrams for case loadings) 
Load: (P) at end of girder, over lst column, and 
0:1 	columns; 
Load - 2.6(A) - 2,6(11,900) 29,700 
2,6(B) a 2.6(38,730) - 96,700 
10(W) - 	10(780) - 	7.800 
Total 134,400# 
Eccentricity Moment - 25(A+10•6(A+B) 
2:6(50,630)6(5GA30) 
-126,000'/# 
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Case #2 Load at end of girder and over lst column 
Load is 2(19,900)(A) • 89,800 
2;5(33,600)(B)=84,000 
10(780)(W) 	• 7:800  
Total 131,600# 
Eccentricity Moment 5(A+B+5W)."2:5(B) 
- 154,950'4 
0• 154,950/131,600 
- 1:17 ft, - 14:1" 
(Design) Working stresses . fe= 600, fs= 18,000, n = 15,d 1 /t-:1( 
Case #2 loadings control 
N - 131,600 'co 
14,1", p 	0,04, t = 25" 
t/%0- 25/1i:1 - 1,77, from which NI 0  ifc  bt
2
- .24 (from 
diagram), from which b 21" (b will be used 24", same 
as for girder) 
As = pbt 	.04(24)(25) 	24 sq. in Use 8-1 1 /4 " sq; 
bars in 'doh face, spaced at 3" o to o This gives an 
area of 16(1,563) = 25 sq. in Use 1/4"4/ bars at 8" 4) 
to c as ties. 
(Interior Column Loadings) 
Case #1 Load over the column, between the columns on each sid4 
Load - 2(A) -1 2(19,900).. 39,800# 
2(B) 	2(33,600)- 67,200 
, 10(W) 	2(3,900) E 7 800 
	
Total 	114,800# 
Eccentricity moment - none 
Case #2 Load over the column and between the column on one 
side, 
17 
Load. • (1.6)(A) 0  (1;5)(19,900) . 29,100 
(2)(B) 	(2)(33,600) 	• 67,200 
(10)(W) 	(10)(780) 	=  7.800  
Total 104,100# 
Bocentricity Moment • 44:5(A+B)+2:5(B) 
49,000'/# 
10- 49,000/104,100 = ,47 1 = 5:65" 
(Design) Case #2 Loadings Control 
N • 104,100, Zo is 5:65", p = 0.04, t - 14", np 
0.10 (from diagram), t/lo= 14/5;65" mi 2:48 in:, 	- 
NIO /fobt2  - .23 
104,100(565)/600(b)(14)2. .23 
b = 22" (24" will be used) 
Check for Case 11 Loadings 
N = 108,560, Xo • 0, p = .04 
f0- N/A(1+p(n..1) 
108,560/(14)(24)(1+28) 




As= pbt = (.04)(14)(24) = 13,4 sq, in 
Use 5-1314 " sq: bars in each face (b) 
This gives an area of 10(1:56) - 15;6 sq. 
Use 1/4"i ties 8" (3 to o. 
COLUMN FOOTINGS 
Columns 20' long 
(Interior Column Footing) 
(See accompanying column footing diagrams for notations) 
t • 1.17', b • 2.0', M(column) = 49,000 ft. lbs:, N • 104,100# 
N • 104,100+20(2:0)(1:17)(150) = 111,100# Assumed wt. of foot-
ing (W) = 5 ,0001,
o=49,000/111,100 = .44'.(ISsumption is made 














THRUST DI A Gr • M 
1:1 
G 01.1 
3 PR% N-rs 5/16/33 
that the load is inside the middle third), that is, T is 
greater than 6(:44) a 2;64' 
BT a :0006(N/L+W/L)(1+610 /T) 	.0005(116,100/5)(1+2:84/T) 
= 11:6+304/T, or BT
2 
 - 11,5T = 30.6. Make B a 3+2 . 5' 
and T a 1.17+3 = 4,17' 
y a 11/BT+5110 /BT2a 111,000/5(4:17)+6(111,00)(:44)/5(4;17) 2 
9,930# per sq. ft (max: upward thrust) 
N/BT.621Io/BT2. 2,270# per sq: ft; (Min, upward thrust) 
• Y-(7/2 •111/2 )(1-t/T) = 9,93047,580);5(1.4:17/4:17) 
= 7,100# per sq.: ft: 
y3a y-(7/2-111 /2)(1+t/T) = 9,930-4,700 - 6,170# per sq 
• 
t: 
• (Punching shear along b) 
= (T.t/12) B(y2+2y)+b(y+27 2 ) 
a (4,17/12-1.17/12) 6(7,100+2(9,930)+2(9,930+2(7,100) 
a 46,765# 
3/8(P1)(T.0-3/8(46,765)(4:17.1;17). ,51,500 ft lbs: 
P2= (B/12.b/12) T/2(71+y 2+;25)+0(y1+72+y3 ) 
.(5/12-2/12 ;5(4:17)(9,950+7,100+4,700)+:5(1.17)(21,730) 
Pe 14,450# 
3/8(P2 )01.10a3/8(14,450)(3)=16,250 ft, lbs: 
Al/K1 	..151 ,500/139(2)a 13" (v = .06f0- .06(2,000) 
120) 
di (B)- P1 /12bv a 45 ,765/12(2)(120) . 16" 
d i 	a Arm 	,018 0 E50/13941,17J . 10" 
4- (T) 	2 
di 	- P2 /12tv = 14 
(T) - 
Use d . 16" a 1:33' 
,450/12(1.17)(120) . 8" 
GI . 3:87', HI = 4:66 1 (by graphics) 
18 
7-(7.19(T/2.t/2).d T = 9,930•,9110.2,270)(48) = 8,950#/sq:f 
Iyalong HI) - Area ABHI(yf2+y4/2) 
19 
Nr1= .5(4:66+b:0)(:17)(9,930+8,950)0:5 = 7,830# 
V2(along GI) = Area ACGI(y/2+y1/2) = 
= :5(3:87+4:17).17(9,930+2,270);5 = 4,150# 
v - V1  /12(HI)(jd) = 7,830/12(4,66)(;875)(16) = 10#/sq: ft: 
v = V
2
/1E(GI)(jd) = 4,150/12(3.87)(075)(16) = 7#/ sq, ft: 
Allowable v is ,02(2,000) = 40#/sq ft 
(Steel) 
A.0(T direction) = M/f s jd = 51,500(12)/18,000(:875)(15) 
= 245 sq, in 
b+2d = 2+2.66 = 4.66. Steel is distributed over .5(5+2)+1:33 
= 4.88' 
As per ft, = 2,45/4.88 = ;50 sq in 
MO = 7,830/75(,875)(16) = 6,5" 
ID per ft,' - 6:5/4,88 = 1,33", Use 7/8"ct bars at 12" o to c: 
As(B direction) = M2 /fa jd = 16,250(12)/18,000(:87)(16)-,77 sq:" 
t+2d = 1,17+2;66 = 3:83'; T is greater than t+2d, Steel is dis-
tributed over 4:5(4,17+1,17)+1,33 = 4,0 1 
As per ft; = :78/4 - .195 sq. in 
(1) = 4,150/75(:875)(16) = 3:98" 
Zo per ft, = 3:95/4 - 1": Use 1/2" at 12" o to o 
(exterior Column Loadings) See accompanying diagrams for notatio 
t • 25" - 2,08 1 , b = 24" = 20', N = 131,600#, 
M(column) = 154,950 ft lbs.,•N(for footing) = 
131,600+(20)(2.00(2.0)(150) = 143,600#, Assume W = 5,0001 
X0= 154,950/143,600=1.08'. Assume N to be outside middle third: 
L = S tons per sq. ft: 
B(T/2 -X0 ) = N/3,00014W/3,000L, 
B(T/2-1,08) = 131,600+b,000/3,000(5), B(T/2-1.08) = 9.06 
20 
Make B = 4+2 = 6' and T . 4+2.08 = 6,08' 
y. EN/aB, 	a = (001)N/LB • (.001)131,600/5(6) = 4.37' 
(2)131,600/(4:57)6 is 10,100# per sq. ft 
y2- 741 	(T-t)/2a) 
10,100(1•(6.08-2,08)/(8.74)) = 5560# per sq. ft. 
Pl= (1-t)12 B(y 2+Ey) + b(yi'2y2 ) 
33 6(5560+2(10,100) + 2(10,100)+2(5560) • 65,000# 
• 3/8(P1 )(T•t) = 3/8(65,000)(4) - 112,500 ft. lbs. 
• (T/6+ti6)(Bili)y 
(6:08/6+2:08/6)(6-2)10,100 = 55,000# 
• 3/8(P2 )(B«1) = 3/8(56,000)(4) - 82,500 ft. lbs. 
dl= 	 = ✓ 112,600/139(t) - 20" 











t = 55,000/12(120)2,08 • 19" 
Is
4
is 7 1 - (.5(1 1•0-d)/a = 10,100 1 4:5(4)-1.8)/4,37 it 9700#/s( 
HI - 5,87" and GI is 5.9 (by graphics) 
V
1 
 (6.87+6):5(.21)(10,100+9700):5 = 12,375# 
V
2
si (5.9+6):5(.21)(10,100):6 is 6,300# 
v1-
V/bjd = 12,375/5,87(:875)22(12) 	9# sq, in: 
v2- Vlibjd - 6300/5.9(.875)22(12) - 5# sq. in. 
Allowable v - .02(2,000) = 40# sq. in, 
As (T direction) - Mi/f s jd = 112,500(12)/18,000(22):876=4 sq. in, 
b+2d = 2+2(1.83) = 5,66 so B is greater than b+2d and steel is 
distributed over :5(6+2)+2 = 6' 
As per ft. - 4/6 - .65 sq. in 
x0 - V1 /ujd = 12,375/75(22).875 sus 8:6" 
ZO per ft. = 8 , 6/6 is 1.43, Use 1"ii bars at 12" c to 0 
23. 
As (B direction) = M2 /fs jd = 82,500(12)/18,000(.875)22=2.77sq:" 
t+2d = 2.08+2(1.83) = 5:74. Steel is distributed over 
:5(6:08+2.08)+2 - 6,08' 
As per ft. - 2.77/6.08 - 45 sq. in. 
V21li3d = 6,300/75(22).875 a 4,73 
per ft. - 4:73/6,08 - :78" Use ri bars at 12" a to c. 
22 
COST OF REINYORCED CONCRETE BRIDGE 
Quanities will be computed and the following prevailing 
prices will be used in making the estimate of the total cost: 
Concrete in place 	 ;20,00 on, yd 
Reinforcing steel in place 	0.07 per pound 
2" Wearing surface 	 0,60 per sq. yd. 
Forms 	 0,25 per sq. ft, etposed 
Excavation 	 1:00 on. yd, 
It is assumed throughout this Thesis that the only excavation 
necessary is that for the center footings. 
(Floor slab) 
Cu: yds. concrete = .75(37,30)128/27 =, 132,5 cu. y 8. 
Re Steel = 60(128);667 	 . 5,130# 
128(37:30),667 	 - 3,160# 
= 128(41)1:043 	 - 5,560# 
(7 Interior Beams) 
Concrete = 7(1)1,2(128)/27 	 40 cu. yd: 
Re Steel = 42(135)5:312 	 = 30,200# 
Stirrups = 616(4):375 	 = 	924# 
(2 Exterior Beams) 
Concrete - 2(128)3(1:35)/27 	- 	38.4 cu. yd, 
Re Steel is 6(128)3,4 	 . 2,160# 
- 2(72)3:4 	 - 	490# 
2(48)3:4 	 . 326# 
(2 Hand Railings) 
Concrete - (7/12)3,2(128)2/27 	= 17:7 ca. yd. 
Re Steel = 256(6)4;667 	 = 1,020# 
10(128).667 	 885# 
23 
(5 Girders) 
Concrete . 5(41,2)2(31/12)/27 	= 47.2 cu. yd: 
Re Steel - (10)(86)(3:4) 	 . 2,890# 
(30)(40)(3:4)' 	 . 4,080# 
= (15)(8)(3:4) 	 . 	408# 
Stirrups = (90)(5:5)(:375) 	 . 	185# 
(10 Exterior Columns) 
Concrete = (10)(2)(2:08)(20)/27 	= 30,8 cu, 
Re Steel - (160)(23)(4,173) 	 = 15,300# 
(30)(7)(:167) 	 = 	35# 
(10 Interior Columns) 
Concrete = (10)(2)(1,2)(20)/27 	= 17.8 cu, 
Re Steel = (100)(22)(4:173) 	 = 9,160# 
(30)(5)(:167) 	 = 	25# 
(10 Exterior Column Footings) 
Concrete - (10)(6)(6)(1:85)/27 	. 24:6 Cu, yd, 
Re Steel . (240)(5)(2:67) 	 - 3,200# 
(10 Interior Column Footings) 
Concrete - (10)(1,3)(4:5)(4,1)/27 	= 8,88 cu. yd. 
Re Steel = (200)(4)(2,044) 	 • 1,630# 
(Forma) 
12,500 ft, of exposed area and 7 m I f. lumber necessary 
for additional bracing of forms. 
(Excavation) 
Interior Footings(6) 	(6)(4:1)(4:6)(1:3)/27 = 5,3 Cu. yd; 
Exterior Footings(6) 	(6)(6)(6)(1,85)/27 	- 15.2 cu, yd. 
(Pavement) 
(128)(38)/9 = 540 
24 
(Totals and Cost) 
Concrete 	= 365;6 ou: yd at $20700 	= $7,316;00 
Re Steel 	= 87,1881 at f0;07 	 6,103;00 
Wearing surface = 540 sq. yd. at $0,60 	 324,00 
Excavation 	- 20;5 Cu. yd; at #1;00 	 20.50 
Forms 	 = 12,500' exposed area at #0225 = 8,125.00 
- 7 m: 15; f. at 313.00 	 9100 
Total - $16,979:6 
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Span = 2 at 64 ft, = 128 ft; 
25 
26 
DESCRIPTION OF BRIDGE 
General Description- This bridge shall be designed as an en-
cased steel beam bridge made up of two sections at 64 ft., 
giving an overall length of 128 ft. as desired. Roadway shall 
be 40 ft. o to c of handrailing, the same as for the proceeding 
bridge. The same floor system will also be used here as the 
flange of a "T" beam. Concrete will be built up about the steel 
"I" section into a "T" section. Maximum moments and shears for 
each section will first be computed, a steel section chosen and 
built up, the allowable moment for this section determined and 
if equal to or greater than the former,will be used for that 
member. The same handrailing as used for the reinforced concrete 
bridge will also be used here. Encased girders and colums will 
also be used for this bridge. In the construction of such a 
bridge, the steel members would be bolted in place as a rigid 
frame structure, the forms hung from these members and the con-
crete poured. 
General Dimensions- Same as for the reinforced concrete bridge 
except for the section length of 64 ft. in place of 32 ft. 
Note. Moments on the slabs and girders of these first two bridges 
are identical except for the loadings. These moment coefficients 
are determined by the Hardy Cross method and these calculations 
are to found at the beginning of the first bridge. 
DESIGN OF INTERIOR FLOOR BEAMS 
Maximum moment for the floor beams will occur when the bridge 
is loaded as shown in the diagram on the following page, this 
maximum occuring under the wheel marked P. Referring to the 
diagram: 
RI . C(5:5.2400) + (19:5.9600) + (38.5•2400) * (40:5.9600)7/64 
10,600# 
X -C(10,600.25,5) - (14.9600)312 = 1,630,800 in lbs, 
RL(due to dead load) - (64)1000/2 - 32,000# 
(1000 = wt. of pavement, stem, etc:) 
ME" [(32,000.25:5) - (25,500.22:75)312 - 2,850,000 in. lbs 
M( msx,)= 1,630,800 + 2,850,000 = 4,480,800 in. lbs. 
(Design) See accompanying print for interior beam notations 
Concrete will be built around the steel section in the form 
of a "T" beam, the floor slab forming the flange of the beam, 
A Bethlehem 28" I at 112# will be investigated. 
h = 28.25" 	flange width = 10.065" A sa 32.95 sq. in 
I s= S.22 = 306:4(28,25/2) . 4350 	a = 7:5" 
f I = 2000# 	f :4(2000) = 800 	fs= 18,000# 
n - 15 	k ,429 	 d 36:25" 
kd = 15.5 	IT. 14.065" 
b = 2nAs/(kd) 2 .(h/2 + a - kd) 





(k/2 + a kd) 2+ b(kd) 3/3n 
.4350 + 32:95(14.12+6-15:5) 2+ 18:9(15.5) 3/45 um 6618 
M = nfI/kd = 15(800)6618/15,5 = 5,130,000 in lbs. 




tials(kd . a/2) - 6(26,900)/15(6,616)•(15.5 • 6/2) 
- 20# per sq. in 
Since these moments and shears are less than the allowable 
this section will be used. 
EXTERIOR FLOOR BEAMS 
This beam will carry 3 ft of floor: The weight of the beam, 
floor and steel will be assumed as 1000/ per ft:, the same as 
for the interior beams: Also assuming that the beam will 
carry one row of truck wheels, gives the loading, moment, and 
shears the same as for the interior beam: This beam will be 
designed as a rectangular beam, the railing base being considw 
ered part of the beam: 
(Design) See accompanying print for exterior beam notations: 
A Bethlehem 28" I at 112# will be investigated: 
h - 28" 	a=20" 	 d=48" 
Flange width - 10.065" 	 At 52,95 sq in 
I s S(n) = 306:4(14.18) - 4350 
	f0 1- 2000# 
f = .4(2000) - 800# 	 f 18,000# 
n - 15 	k = :429 	kd = 20.6 
b 2nAs/(kd) 2•(h/2 + a - kg) 
-*AL 
205 ) 32 :95 egiri( 14 + 20 - 20:6) • 31:05 
I = I s  +As  (:5h + a - kd) 2 + b(kd) 3/3n 
- 4350 + 32:95(14 + 20 - 20:6) + 31:05(20.6) 3/3(10= 
- 16, 260 
X = nfoIikd - 15(800)16,260/20:6 • 9,450,000 in. lbs: 






H t 2 " 	
9Goo4t- 9600-# 	 eacott 
65' 	 G5' 	 14.0* 	 
640' 	 
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(A-BRIDGE. LOADING FoR MAXIMUM MOMENT 
(8) INTERIOR BEAM (C) ExTERIOR BEAM AND GIRDER 
Pizowr 5/14" 3 
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1/2w1 	1/2(1,540)64 = 49,200# 
v = aV/nI.(kd 	5a) 
• 20(49,200)/15(16,260)•(20,6 . 10) - 33.8# sq. in 
This section will be used as the moment and shear 
is within the limits, 
INTBRIOR GIRDER DESIGN 
Four columns will be spaced 10' apart, The girders will span 
these columns, with a cantilever overhang of 5' on each side, 
(W) Uniform Load due to girder wt: 1000#/' (assumed) 
(B) Concentrated Dead Load 
Wt, bridge floor (5)(64)(9/12)(150) = 36,000# 
Wt: 	pavement 	(5)(64)(2/12)(20)n = 	1,024# 
Wt; 	stem 	(14/12)(29/12)(62)(150)-26 200# 
.Total = 63,224# 
(A) Concentrated Live Load, due to truck wheels 
(See accompanying print for loading) 
P 	(p1e12)/64 + (P•31)/64 + (P1 .45)/64 
+ (P1 0 17)/64 + (P•31)/64 + (P 1.50)/64 
= P + P1 (12 + 45 + 17 + 50)/64 + P(31 + 31)/64 
9600 + 2400(124)/64 + 9600(62)/64 
- 23,550# 
The same coefficients as used for the proceeding bridge girders 
will apply here, the only difference being a change in loadings, 
The maximum coefficients occur over the first column and 
are as follows: 
W ....12,5(1,000) 	- 	12,500 ft; lbs.' 
B a- 5.0(63,224) - 316,120 " 
A =- 5:0(23,550) = 117,750 " " 
Total - 446,370 " " 
-5,350,000 in lbs, 
30 
A Bethlehem 30" I at 121,0# will be investigated for this 
girder which must carry a moment of 5,350,000 in. lbs 
(Notations same as for exterior beam section) 
h 30" 	 a - 4" 	 d = 34" 
A
s




fcis :4(2000) is 800# n - 15 
	 k 	.429 
kd - 14.6 	 Flange width - 10.50" 
I
s
= S(n) 	351.3(15) 	5260 
b 	2nAo /(kd) 2 • (:5h + a 	kd) 





(512 + a . kd) 2 + b(kd) 3/3n 
- 5260 + 35,65(15 + 4 - 14.6) 2+ 22:1(14,6) 3/3(15) - 7,862 
M = nf0I/kd - 15(800)7,862/14:6 - 6,460,000 in lbs.: 
v = aV/iI• (kd 	,5a) 
- 4(90,700)/15(7,862) • (14:6 • 2) - 38.8# sq: in: 
This section will be need as the moment and shear is within 
the allowable limits: 
EXTERIOR GIRDER DESIGN 
(W) Uniform load due to girder wt. - 900#/' 
(B) Concentrated Dead Load 
Wt. bridge floor (5)(32)(9/12)(150) = 
(assumed) 
18,000# 
Wt: pavement (5)(32)(2/12)(20) = 1,024 
Wt, stem (14/12)(29/12)(30)(150) = 13,100 
Total . 32,124# 
(A) Concentrated Live Load, due to truck wheels 
(See accompanying print for loading) 
P + (P
1 
 • 17)/64 + (P• 31)/64 + (1) 1 . 50)/64 




- .12,5(900) = 	11,250 
B = • 5.0(32.100) ,= 160,500 
A = 5:0(16 9 763) = 	83015 
Total - 255 9 565 ft: lbs. 
- 3,060,000 in 	lbs. 
A Bethlehem 30" I at 110:0# will be investigated for this 
section: (Refer to previous print for notations) 
h 30" 	 a - 4" 	 34" 
Is= S(n) 	314:6(15) = 4720 	
As= 32.45 sq. 
Flange width si 10:47" 	 fo
I. 2000# 
fs 18,000# 	
f- :4(2000) - 800# 
n = 15 	 k = ;429 	kd - 14.6 
b 	2nAs /(kd) 2 •(,5h + a - kd) 
. 2(15)32,45/(14.6) 21 (15 + 4 - 14.6) - 20.15" 
I 	Is  + As  (.5h + a . kd)
2
+ b(kd) 3 /3n 
= 4270 + 32:45(15 + 4 	14.6) 2+ 20.15(14.6) 3/3(15) 
- 6,288 
M = nfI/kd - 15(800)6288/14:6 = 5,160,000 in. lbs, 
V A + B + 5w • 16,763 + 32,100 + 5(900) 44,360# 
v aV/ nIs(kd - :5a) 
4(44,360)/15(6 9 288)•(14.6 . 4/2) 
= 23 # per sq. in. 
This section will be used as the moment and shear is within 
the allowable limits, 
(Check for girder weight) 
(34/12)(20;15/12)(150) • 800 14 (900# was assumed) 











ft-all: tensile stress conoret 
cannot exceed 
;1(2000)=200#, 
if so, steel_ 





The load will be considered as acting at the center of the 
footing, the footing to be designed as square, Columns are 
20 ft, long, Exterior column 14,5" square and interior 
column is 12" square, 
DESIGN EXT; COL; INT; COL: 
b in ft; 1;21 1,06 
t in ft: 1,21 1;00 
W(assumed wt. foot) 4500# 4000# 
N(Ioad to column + 
length col•b•t) 217000# 174775# 
BT.(N+W)/2000L 21 5sq:' 17,8sq, 
B in ft; 4:5 
T(effective) in ft. 5;0 
Z
o 
in ft 1,728 ;338 
T/2 in ft 4;23 Use 4' 
Y=N/BT in # sq; 8700 8600 
X1  =(T=t) 2 (2B4b)y/24 37850'0 28100'/# 
P
1 
 =(B+b)(T=t)(y/4) 51200# 39250# 
X2=(B•b) 2 (2T+t)y/24 Same as Mr( q: col) 
P
2
mo(T+t)(B-b)(y/4) " 	" ") 







b(shear) 29+3=32" 27+3.30" 
ft=6X1 /bd2 183:5 31+ 
IJ(by graphics) 6:75' 6:5' 
IL( 	" " 	) 6,75' 
1 V1  (Area IJDF)Y 54810# 62300# 
v1=V1/12(IJ)jd 24# sq:" 31# s 
V2 (ILFR)Y Same as for V1 
v2=V2/12(IL)jd If 	If 	ft 	.6. 
V 1 
33 
COST OP ENCASED STEEL TYPE BRIDGE 
Quanities will be computed for this bridge as they were 
for the reinforced concrete type bridge and the same unit 
prices will be used in estimating the final cost of the 
structure: Structural steel price, not quoted in the 
previous estimate,will be $0;05 per pound set in place: 
The floor slab, hand railing and wearing surface cost will 
be the same as computed before and will be repeated here 
only in the final cost analysis; As stated before, the only 
excavation necessary is that necessary to place the four 
center footings; 
(7 Interior Beam Stems) 
Concrete = 2,25(1;26)128(7)/27 	= 94;0 au, yds: 
= Steel = 112(128)7 	 100,000#  
(2 Exterior Beam Stems) 
Concrete = 4(2;87)128(2)/27 	 = 97,8 an yds: 
Steel - 112(2)128 	 . 28,700# 
(3 Girders) 
Concrete = 3(1;67)42;5(3)/27 	 = 23;6 ou: yds: 
Steel . 3(42:5)121 	 • 15,400#  
(6 Exterior Columns) 
Concrete = 6(1:2)1.2(20)/27 = 6;39 ou: yds: 
Steel . 6(71)20 = 	8,520# 
Re Steel - 30(4):167 31# 
(6 Interior Columns) 
Concrete 	6(1:05)1;05(20) 	 . 4:9 cu; yds' 
Steel = 6(44)20 	 = 	5,280# 
Re Steel = 30(4);167 	 31# 
34 
(6 Exterior Column Footings) 
Concrete - 5(5)2/27 	 - 1;8 au, yds: 
Steel - 75(5) 	 . 	375# 
(6 Interior Column Footings) 
Concrete = 4,26(4102:25 	 - 1;59 cu: yds: 
Steel 	 375# 
(Excavation) 
4 4 
Exterior Footings- 05.2/27 	 = 1,8 cu, yds, 




The structural steel sections will be bolted in place 
as a rigid frame structure, the forms being hung from 
these sections after they are in place: Cost of forms 
will then be practically the same as for the reinforced 
concrete bridge minus the intermediate bracing needed 
to hold the forms in place on that bridge:' 
(Totals and Cost) 
Concrete 	- 380 - ;07(380) cu. yds, 
at $20,100 (It is estimated 
that 7% of the structure 
is occupied by the steel 
and this is deducted from 
the total concrete) ...... 	.7073,80 
Structural Steel - 174,497# at $0:05 	 = 8724,85 
Forms 	 - 11,500 se, ft, at $0:25,'; 	- 2875,00 
Excavation 	- 4 cu. yds: at 0,00 	4,00 
Wearing Surface 	540 sq: yds, at 0:60 	- 324;00 
15,755# (Included in structural 
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THROUGH PLATE GIRDER BRIDGE 
Span • 2 at 64' • 128' 
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GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF BRIDGE 
This is to be a.64 ft. through plate girder bridge with a 
40 ft. roadway(c to c of plates). Floor shall be reinforced 
concrete resting directly on closely spaced floorbeams, no 
stringers to be used. Wearing surface of 30# per. ft. of 
roadway shall be used. Bridge shall be designed to comply 
with the General Specifications for Steel Highway Bridges. 
LOADS 
(Dead Load)- The dead load shall consist of the weight of 
the girders, floorbeams, floor slab and wearing surface. Re-
inforced concrete assumed at 150# per cu. ft. 
(Live Load)- The bridge shall be designed for a 12 ton truck 
loading, 19,200f on two rear wheels(9,600# on each rear wheel) 
and 4,800(2,400f each) on frost wheels. Live load for gir-
ders, as taken from specifications, is to be 83# per. sq. ft. 
of roadway. 
(Impact)- 30% shall be allowed for impact. 
(Wind Load)- No appreciable effect on this type bridge. 
GENERAL DIMENSIONS 
Span- About 64 ft. c to c of bearings. 
Width roadway- About 38 ft. 
Spacing of girders- About 40 ft. c to 0. 
Depth of girder. At least (1/12)(64)(12) - 64 inches. A depth 
of 66 inches back to back of flange angles will be used. 
Rivets- 3/4" diameter rivets will be used throughout. 
DETAILED DIMENSIONS 
Gusset plates will be used to provide lateral support for the 
girders. These plates shall come at the floorbeams and they 
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shall be attached to the Stiffners. Web plate thickness 
shall be a minimum of 66/160 . .41". 1/2" plates shall be 
used. Stiffners must be used since (1/16)(64) • 1.07" is 
greater than web thickness. Stiffners shall be placed at 
over floorbwam (5') 
DESIGN OF FLOOR SLAB 
Stringers shall be omitted. Assumed thickness of slab 8". 
Total dead load is: 
Slab weight (8/12)(150) = 100# per. sq. ft. 
Wearing surface 	= 25It 	 a 
Total 	- 125# " 	SO 	ff . 
Y(D)max. 	(1/14)w12. (1/14)(125)(5)(12) . 2,680 in. lbs. 
Mmmax. neg. me -(1/2.5)(125)(5)(12) . •3,950 in. lbs. 
IL due to wheel loads - .2096PL 
= (1/5)(9,600)(5)(12) = 115,200 in. lbs. 
mOneg.) due to wheel loads - •1/7.7)FL 





= 115,200 + .30(115,200) . 209,000 in. lbs. occuring at 
center of end panel. 
neg. MI(max)=  -74,800 + .30(74,800) . -103,300 
in. lbs. occur- 
ing at first transverse beam. 
Distribution- 	.7(5) + 1.25 = 4.75' (outer sone) 
- .5(4.75 + 3) - 3.87' (center sone) 
The maximum negative moment due to live load and impact on a 
longitudional strip 1' wide at the center of the roadway is 
=103,300/3.87 = .26,700 in. lbs. Adding moment due to dead 
load, (26,700 + 3,950) = -30,650 in, lbs. which is the maximum 
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negative moment at the center of the roadway over the first 
intermediate transverse beam. 
Assuming d = 6.6", j = 7/8", k = 0.38, jd = 5.69, 
kd = 2.67. F = Miji - 30,650/5.69 - 5,380#. 
As (top of slab) = 5,380/16,000 = .33 sq. in. per. ft. 
of width, and .33/12 - .027 sq. in. per. in. of width. 
Use 1/2" 	rods at 6" giving .39 sq. in. per. ft. of 
width. 
fe= 2F/kdb = 2(5380)/2.67(A) = 335# compression at 
bottom of concrete. Allowable is 650 
Mi(at center ofend strip 1' wide) = 209,000/3.'87 = 55,400"/# 
MI(total at center) = 55,400 + 2,680 - 58,080 in. lbs. 
F = M/jd = 58,080/5.69 = 10,200# 
As (bottom of slab) = 10,200/16,000 = .638 sq. in. per 
ft. of width, Use 3/4" bars at 6" giving .88 sq. 
in. per ft. width. This arrangement will be used in 
the bottom of the slab. 
f 2P/(kd)b 	2(10,200)1(2.67)12 = 630#(allowable 650) 
(Design of slab for outer sone)* Considering a longitudional 
strip at the first intermediate transverse support from end 
of bridge, strip being considered 1' wide; 
At(max) - (103,300/4.75) + 3,950 - 25,700 in. lbs. 
Assume d = 5.5, 3 	.875, k - .38, 3d = 4.81, kd 	2.09 
F M/jel = 25,700/4.81 - 5,340# 
As(in top) = 5,340/16,000 = .332 sq. in. per. ft. width 
Use 1/2" 	bars at 6" giving .38 sq. in. per. ft. 
f 2(5,340)/2.09(12) - 214# (allowable is 650#) 












ML= (209,000/4.75) + 2,680 = 46,800 in. lbs. 
* 46,800/5 = 9,360# 
As= 9,360/16,000= .583 sq. in. per. ft. width. Use 
5/8" 	rods at 6" giving .61 sq. in. area per. ft. 
width. 
f = 2(9,360)/2.09(12) = 750#(slightly in excess of 
the allowable but will be used. 
DESIGN OP FLOORBEAMS 
Average thickness Oct floor slab including wearing surface is 
7.5". Assumed weight of floorbeams = 1110# per. ft. length. 
Dead load per. ft. of beam - 
From slab (7.6/12)(5)(150) = 937# per. ft. 
. From beam 	 150#  
Each flaorbeam length is 40 ft. 
Mi0=(1/8)(1,087)(40 2 )(12) = 2,610,000 in. lbs. 
S . 2,610,000/18,000 - 145 in. 3 required for dead load 
The maximum moment due to live load occurs when the rear 
wheels of four trucks are on the bridge as shown in the dia- 
Taking moments about the right girder: 
R = (76,800)17.5/40 = 33,600# for RI 
R = (76,800)22.5/40 - 43,200# for R R 
Taking moments about the wheel nearest the center of the beam 
and considering forces to the right: 
ML(max) - 12 (43,200)19 - (9,600)3 + (9,600)8 
+ (9,600)11 + (9,600)16 
a 5,529,600 in. lbs. 
Impact = .30(5,529,600) = 1,661,600 in. lbs. 
M (total)- 5,529,600 + 1,661,600 - 7,192,200 in. lbs. 
S = 7,191,200/18,000 = 400 in. 3 for live load. 
Total section modulus - S = 145 + 400 = 545 in. 3 
A Bethlehem G"30 at 180.0# and with an S = 556.2 will be used 
for all interior floor beams. 
Maximum reaction(end shear) = 
Dead Load (1,087)20 - 21,740 
Live Load 	 43,200 
Impact 	 = 13.10Q 
Total a 78,040# 
(Resign of End Floorbeams) 
Dead Load on .en[ floorbeams = (2/3)1087a725# per. ft. 
M151` ( 1 /8 )( 725 )( 402 )( 12 ) a 1,740,000 in. lbs, 
S = 1,740,000/18,000 a 96.6 in. 3 
Total S = 400 + 97 = 497 in. 3 
A Bethlehem G-30 at 173# will be used for the end floorbeams 
DESIGN OF MAIN GIRDERS 
All loads are applied to the girders through the floorbeams 
at the panel points (except for the weight of the girders). 
Dead load at panel points- 
From floorbeams - (1,087)20 	a 21,740 
From main girders(assumed) 500(5) a _2,_500 
Total a 24-,240# 
A diagram of this loading is shown on the next page top. 
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• Mi= L(145,440)(32.5) - 6(24,240)16.253e= 28,320,000"/f 
The live load consists of a uniform load and of a single 
concentration. To obtain concentration, two cases shall be 
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Here, the uniform load of 384#(h-12) per. ft. is considered 
to be on 4 traffic lanes, and 






Here, the uniform load is reduced 20 and distributed over 
the entire roadway. The load per. ft. is, therefore, 
(384/8) - .22(384/8) = 32.5# per.ft. 
RL= (618)20/40 = 309# 
3Z5 
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Case #1 shall rule, then the panel load for uniform load is: 
(768)(5) - 3,840#. This loading is shown in the dia. 
gram below. 
	 IZO5-65; EACH PotwrLoADED 3.840* 
N 
	ML(due to uniform load)- (23,040)32.5 - (3,840)(6)(16.3) 
4,510,000 in. lbs. 
The 10,500# concentrated loads(given for H-12 loading) will be 
placed as indicated by case #1 on the preceeding page. The 
single concentrated load on the girder will be: 
(42,000)23/40 = 24,100# 
Placing this load at the center, the maximum moment due to live 
load is: 
(24,100/2)(55)(12) =5,060,000 in. lbs. 
Total 1117 4,510,000 + 6,060,000 = 9,570,000 in. lbs.. 
Impact - 50/(65+125) - .26(9,570,000) = 2,520,000 in. lbs 
ML + MI= 12,090,000 in. lbs. 
ML + MI + Mir 12,090,000 + 28,520,000 - 40,410,000"/# 
Economic depth of girder is 
x = 1.055.171777T , t-thickness of web. 
. 1.055✓ 40,410,000/18,000(.5) = 70.05" 
A 72" by 1/2" plate, back to back of flange angles, will be used 
Assume the effective depth to be 70". Flange area required is 
As= M/dfs= 40,410,000/(70)18,000 = 31.8 sq. in. less 
1/8 web - 70(.5)1/8 - 4.4 sq. in. 
As= 31.8 - 4.4 - 27.4 sq. in. 
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The following sections will be used in the flange: 
2 angles 6" by 6" by 7/8" = 19.46 . 2(.77) = 17.92 sq. in. 
1 cover plate, 14" by 7/8"= 12,25 - 2(.77) = 10.71 " 
Totals = 31.71 	 28.63 " 
Check to determine if recalculation of flange area is necessary: 
147 	  
Taking moments about the center of the cover plate: 
x(31.71) = 19.46(2.24), z = 1.37 
Subtracting 1/2 thickness of cover plate, then 
d = 72 - 2(1.37 - .43) 	70.12" (only .12" over assumed d) 
Maximum end shear ocours when all panels are loaded with the 
uniform live load, and the concentrated load. Referring to Vhe 
figure below and using 15,600#(given for H-12 loading) for 
shear, then the live load shear is: 
VI= 4(13,500)(23/40) = 31,050# 
Total end shear: 
(Total)` V..= 3840(6) + 31,050(11/12)(note-1/12 to ends) 
= 51,600# 
VI= (50/90)51,600 = 13,600# 
VD= 24,240(6) = 145,400# 
V (Total) °  51,600 + 13,600 + 145,400 - 210,640# 
Pitch of the rivets is obtained from the formula p=rh/S(1+A/8A) 
S = shear on girder at any point. 
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f - flange increment. 
r - pressure exerted on flange by each rivet. 
h = vertical distance between rivets in the two flanges. 
p spacing. 
Substituting in the formula: 
p = 9,000(66)/210,640(1 + .5(72)/(8)(28.63)) 
3.29". 3" will be used for spacing in the vertical 
legs of the flanges. 
Maximum reaction on the end = dead load + uniform live load over 
the entire span + concentrated live load.. 
R = 6.5(24,240) + 65(768) + 31,050 - 232,550# 
Bearing area required in end stiffners = 
232,550/18,000 = 12.91 sq. in. 
4 angles, 5" by 4" by 11/16 gives an effective area of 13.7 sq.". 
The intermediate stiffners will be made up of angles 5" by 4" 
by 5/8", placed in pairs at 5T-0". 
Area of bearing on masonry plates: 
A - V/f = 232,550/600 = 387 sq. i n.  
DETAILS 
Rivets required in end stiffners = 232,550/9,000 . 26 




(Details of Web . Splice)« Each girder will be spliced at a-
bout the third point, at about 22' from the end of the gir-
der, and at stiffners. 
Dead load for bridge- 
14 floorbeams 14(180)40' 	 100,800# 
Slab and wearing surface 	 238,000 
Girders(assumed) 	  38.000 
Total 	376000# 
Dead load per. ft. of girder is: 
376,800/65(2) - 2,880# 
Live load per. ft. of girder(using l25# per. ft. and includ- 
ing impact) is: 
1.30(125)40/2 • 3,250# 
Dead load shear at the point of splice is: 
VD 2,880(64/2) . 2,880(22) - 28,800# 
MD(at splice) = (1/2)(2,880)(65)(22) « (1/2)(2,880)(22 2 ) 
= 1,362,000 ft. lbs. 
The maximum live load shear will occur with the uniform load 
covering the girder up to the point of splice, and is: 
VI:. (3,250)(43)(22)/65 = 47,300# 
The maximum live load moment occurs with the entire span load« 
ed, and is: 
MI= (3,250)(65)(22)(1/2) - (1/2)(3,250)(22 2 ) 
= 534,000 ft. lbs. 
The total moment at the section is: 
M(Total)° 1,362,000 + 534,000 - 1,896,000 ft. lbs. 
The web carries this ratio of moment: 
(Web area as flange/Area of one flange)(M) 
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M (By wow = ( 35(1/8)/28.63)(1,896,000) 
- 290,000 ft. lbs. 
V(Total)= 47,300 + 28,800 = 76,100# 
Details of web splice are shown below: 






0 0 o 
we. e. 	1a -o/i 
Sr It-, 59"-0/8" 
0 0 N0 o 	 o, cicc-x Ye; 
The above arrangement will be investigated to determine wheth. 
er satisfactory or not. The stress in the ontermost rivet is 
given by .the formula: 
r = ,/ (V /2n) + (Mdn/2 de) 2 , where 
2n - number of rivets on one side of web splice. 
M = moment carried by the web. 
do = distance back of flange angle to neutral axis. 
d
2
= summations of spacings 
= 2(25 /8) 2 (1 2+22+32 +42 +5 2+ + + 2 +9 2 + 2+11 2 ) 
= 6,940 in. 2= 678 ft. 2 
r = 	(76,100/44) 4+ ( 290,000(27)/1,156) 
= 7,000#. The allowable bearing of a 3/4" rivet on a 
.5" plate is 9,000#. This splice proves satisfactory 
and will be used. 
(Design of Bud Bearings)- Roller bearings are not required for 
spans less than 70' so sliding bearings will be used for this 
girder. Sloted holes will be used in the sole plates to allow 
for a movement of at least b/8" at one end. The area of the 
	0 
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wall plate must be at least: 
A = V/f = (VD + VL )/f = (28,800 + 47,300)/600 - 127 sq.". 
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COST OF PLATE GIRDER BRIDGE 
The span as used for this investigation necessitates the use 
of very large steel members. For this reason it is possible, 
since there is less fabrication, that the price of structural 
steel as quoted throughout this Thesis may be in excess. Grav-
ity piers will be used for the girder and truss bridge. These 
piers are not designed here, but the quanity of concrete necegs-
ary can be determined from the curves as found on pp. 340 of 
Zirkham's "Highway bridges". 
girder bridge is given below 
Bo. pos. 	Shape 	Section 
The weight estimate of the plate 
Length 	Wt. per. Weight 
Ft. In. ft. lb. 	each 	Total 
2 Cover Pl. 14 x 7/8 64 3 41.25 2,650 5,300 
4 Angles 6x6x7/8 64 0 9.73 623 2,492 
2 Web P1. 6'x1/2" 23 10 121.68 2,900 5,800 
16 Angles 5x4x9/16 5 10 4.75 28 448 
2 Web P1. 6 1 x1/2" 40 2 121.68 4,889 9,778 
22 Stf. Ang. 5x4x1/2" 5 10 4.75 28 616 
22 3 2 4.75 15 330 
8 Pill. P1. 4'11x7/8 1 3 174 .41 £18 1,774 
E2 11 0 4 174.41 58 1,276 
22 w 4'4x7/8" 2 8 174.41 471 10,362 
11 G-Beam G-30 40 0 180. 7,200 79,200 
2 40 0 173 6,920 13,840 
52 Angles 6x6x7/8 2 1 9.73 21 1,092 
2 64 0 9.73 623 1,246 
Total 133,524f 
Details, including rivet heads, gussets, etc. 5% Total= 6,676# 
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Total estimated weight of steel in place 140,200# it 70 Tons 
Quanity of concrete required for piers (from curves)-60 on. yds. 
FINAL COST . 
140,200F structural steel in place at 00:05 	87,010 
46.2 cu. yd. concrete for floor slab at $20.00 	924 
275 yd. wearing surface in place at *0.60 	 164 
Total cost of one span 	- *8,098 
Two spans required 	- 16,196 
3 piers in place 60 x 3 x p20.00 	 m 3 .600 
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DETAILS OF PLATE GIRDER BRIDGE 
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HIGH RIVETED PRATT TRUSS BRIDGE 




This is to be a through bridge having riveted Pratt trusses 
with parallel chords, The floor is to be composed of a re-
inforced oonorete slab, with additional wearing surface 
placed on I•Beam joists; 
LOADS 
(Dead Load) The dead load consists of the weight of the re-
inforoed concrete floor slab at 150# per cu. ft., the joists, 
the floorbeams, trusses and lateral bracing, 
(Live Load) The bridge will be designed for loading of a 12-
Ton truck concentrated load or a uniform load of 851 per. 
sq. ft. of roadway for the floor and its supports. The live 
load for the trusses is given in specifications as 73# per, 
sq. ft. of roadway. 
(Impact) 30% of live load for floor and its supports, and of 
100/(1+300) a 100/(128+300) a 23.4% for the truss members; 
(Wind Load) The specifications require that the lower lateral 
bracing be designed for a moving wind load of 3001 per. ft. 
of bridge, and the upper lateral bracing be designed for a 
moving wind load of l50f per. ft. of bridge, 
DIMENSIONS 
Span, 128 ft.(about) o to o end bearings, panel length will 
be 18 T -01" o to c. 
DEPTH OF TRUSSES 
The trusses must have a depth sufficient to provide head 
room of 15' for a width on center line of bridge of 20', The 
bottom of the floorbeam will be placed about even with the • 
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bottom of the lower chord,; The floorbeam will probably 
have a depth of about 30* and the slab a depth of about 7", 
The top of the joists will be even with the top of the 
floorbeam. Using a depth of 22' 43 to o of chords the var-
ious parts will occupy the following depths: 
Headroom 	15 1 (about) 
Floorbeam 	  11 1 -06* 
Slab 	  0 1 •07" 
Portal 	  3'.00" 
Total 	 22'. (about) 
DESIGN OF FLOOR SYSTEM 
(Floor Slab) Stringers will be spaced at 3', the assumed 
depth of floor slab is 7*. Dead load per sq. ft. floor is: 
Slab 	 (7/12)150 = . 87.54 
Extra Floor Covering 	J a 25  
Total =112# 
UD(positive) = (1/14)w1 2= (1/14)112(3) 212 = 863 in. lbs. 
MD(negative) = -(1/9)w1 2* -(1/9)112(3) 212 . .1275 in. lbs: 
Heaviest rear wheel for live load moment is 96004 
X (positive) = (1/5)9600(3)12 = 69,000 in. lbs. 
M (negative) = -( 1/6)9600(3)12 -.57,600 in. lbs. 
Note-The above formulas are not exact, but near enough 
so for all practical purposes; 
11(effective width to carry wheel load) = 0.7(2D + W) 
= 0.7(2.1.5 + 1.25) 
2.97' 
The maximum moment on a strip 1' wide is 69,000/2.97..23,600"/i 
Impact = 50/(3+126)28,600 = 9250 in. lbs. 
Total positive moment on a ft. tide strip is 
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L = 23,600 
I - 9,250 
D - 	863 
 T - 33,713 in. lbs. which occurs in center of outer panel. 
Negative M = .57,600/2.97 - -19,400 in. lbs. 
I - 50/(3+125)19,400 . -7,680 in. lbs. 
Total negative moment is: 
L . .23,600 
I = . 7,680 
D - 1.275  
T - -32,555 in. lbs., which occurs over an intermediate 
support. 
Assume d = 5", j . 7/8, k - .38, jd = 4.35, kd - 1.90 
Considering negative moment over the support firit: 
• = M/jd . 32,555/4.35 . 7,470# stress in top steel 
A1 7470/18000 . .415 sq. in. per. ft. width of slab. 
.415/12 = .035 sq. in. per. in. width of slab. 
A 5/8"i bar has an area of .3068 sq. in. 
.3068/.035 - 8,7"(use 8.5") 
f= 27/kdb - 2(7470)/1.90(12) . 660#/sq in. compression 
at bottom of slab. This toxaemia the allowable by only 
10# so the design will not be changed. 
Next, considering positive moment: 
P = 33,7130.35 = 7700# 
As 7700/18000 = .427 sq. in. per. ft. width slab. 
As= .427/12 - 	.035 sq. in. per. in. width slab. 
Using 5/8"5l bars, .3068/.035 = 8.75" spacing bottom slab. 
fo- 2(7700)/1.90(12) - 680#/sq. in. compression at top of 
slab, which is only slightly in excess of the allowable. 
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The slab as designed is satisfactory, The total depth of 
the slab shall be 5 + 11/2 = 6 1/2". The slab shall be made 
6 3/4" at curb and 7 3/4" at crown, this including wearing 
surface and crowning. 
(Stringers) Stringers shall be 18' long and spaced 3' a to 0. 
Dead load weight per ft. of stringer is: 
Floor = 7/12(150)3 = 262# 
Beam(assumed) 	. 3  
Total= 292 per. ft: of beam 
MD= (1/8)11 2= (1/8)292(18) 212 = 142,000 in. lbs. 
Maximum live load moment occurs when the large wheel is at 
mid span, and is (not considering distribution) 
(9600)/2'9'12 = - 518,000 in lbs. 
The distribution factor is 3/4.5 - .66 (4.5 is for two lane 
traffic, 6 is for 1 lane traffic, This bridge is for four 
lane traffic) 
M = 518,000/.66 = 342,000 in lbs. 
I = 50/(18+125).342,000 = 119,800 in. lbs. 
142,000+342,000+119,800 = 603,800 in. lbs. m(Total) * 
S = M/fs= 603,800/18,000 = 33.5 in. 3 
A Bethlehem 12" by 28.0# I will be used. 
Maximum end shear due to dead load is: 
V = (262 + 28)8 = 2,320# 
The maximum live load shear occurs when the large wheel is 
over the support, the front wheel 4' from the other support; 
9600* 	 2400* 
Rt. 
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RL=L(2400 ,6 4) * (9600.18)J/18 = 10,100# 
I = .35(10,100) - 3,550# 
Y(Total). 2,320 + 10,100 + 3,550 = 15,970# 
(Floorbeams) The length of floorbeami will be considered as 
40' c to c trusses. Dead load per. ft. of an interior beam: 
Floor 	(7/12)150(18)= 1,575# 
Stringers 	(9028.18)/40 = 	113 
Beam(assumed) 	  = 	150 
Total - 17373# per. ft. of beam 
My. (1/8)w1 2= (1/8)1838(40) 212 = 4,510,000 in. lbs. 
moc.4. 






The maximum live load moment will 000ur when the large -wheels 
are over the beam and in the position as shown above. The 
front wheels, 2400# each, are 4' from the adjacent beam. 
Part of this front wheel load will come through the stringers 
to the beam supporting the large wheels, as shown below. For 
9G00* 	 24004 
2400(4)/18 = 533# 
the convenienwe of computations, this 533# will be added to 
the 9600#, making the total load - 9600 + 533 = 10,133#. 
Taking moments about the adjacent beams: 
5' 	3 5' 
VP I ES-or= 12G .- 01" (ABOUT ) 
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RI= 81,064(17.5)/40 . 35,500# 
RR= 81,064(22.5)/40 - 45,500# 
Taking moments about the wheel nearest the center line of the 
beam and considering forces to the right: 
Mr. C(45,500.19) • 10,133(3 + 8 + 11 + 16)712=5,640,000"/# 
I = 50/(40+125).5,640,000 = 1,710,000 w /# 
(Totalr 4,510,000+5,640,000+1,710,000.11,860,000"/# M  
S • M/fs= 11,860,000/18,000 = 612 in! 
This requires a Bethlehem B..30 at 200# per. ft. 
End shear due to dead load: 
V = (1838 + 50)20 = 37,800# 
I = .30(37,800) = 11,3401 
V (Total)" 37,800 + 11,340 = 49,140# 
End Beam Design - 
M = (2/3)4,510,000 + (5,640,000 + 1,710,000) 
= 10,350,000 in lbs. 
S = M/fs. 10,350,000/18,000 . 575 
A B-30 at 190# per. ft. will be used. 
End shear on end floor beam is: 
V . (2/3)37,800 + (2/3)11,340 + 45,500 
V . 78,260# 
DESIGN OF TRUSSES 
(Stresses in truss) The truss will be divided as shown below 
Dead Load Stresses- 
Wt. of concrete floor and wearing surface per. ft. of 
span is given- by the formula 
w3= 124(T+1), T = width of roadway 
= 124(39+1) - 4,960# per. ft. of span. 
4,960/2.18.08 - 44,800# panel load per. truss due 
to dead load of concrete. 
Mt. of metal per. ft. of span is given by the formula 
w = 4.51, + 460 
- 4.5(128) + 460 = 1035# per. ft. of span. 
1035/2.18.08 = 9,350# panel.load due to metal weight. 
Total panel load due to dead load: 
I 44,800 + 9,350 - 54,150# 
Dead load stresses in the truss are determined by graphics 
on the print on the following page. 
Live Load Stresses. 
The distance o to o of trusses is assumed to be 40', 
curb 6", width of cover plate 15". Loading will be as 
shown below when the maximum load on the truss occurs. 
Tif) 	.xo 
ig iii III tfl - 4 
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Taking moments about R2 
R1= 1536(20.87)/40 = 800#, which is 
form live load 
the maximum uni-
per. ft. truss. 
P
1
=(Panel load due to uniform live load) 
= 800(18.08) = l4,500# 
P
2
=(Panel load due to concentration used for moment) 
. 43,200(20.87/40) = 21,600# 
3
=(Panel load due to concentration used for shear) 
- 62,400(20.87/40) - 31,400# 
The stresses in the chords and end posts due to the uni-
form live load occurs when all panel points are loaded 
the same as dead load. These stresses are obtained by 
multiplying the dead load stresses by the ratio of the 
uniform live load to the dead load. 
P'/W = 14,500/54,150 = .267 
Multiplying this fraction by the chord stresses as al-
ready given, gives the chord stresses due to uniform 
live load. These stress are shown on the stress sheet. 
The maximum stress in the end post 1,0 -111 occurs when 
the 31;400# concentration is at
1
* The reaction at 
L
o due to this concentration is 6/7•(31,400) = 26,900#. 
The maximum stress in the end post U1-Lo and the lower 
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ohord L0 -11 -12 is determined by graphics as shown 
below: 
22 000*(1- 	1 	The maximum stress in the 
top chord U1-U2 due to the 
conoentrated live load oc-
ours when the 21,6001 con-
centration is at 2°  The 
reaction at Lo is (21600)5/7 
15,400#. By graphics, as 
shown on the proceeding page, the stress in U 1-U2 is 
25,000#. Referring again to the same diagram, the max-
imum stress in the top chord 11 2-U3 due to concentration 
will occur when the 21,6001 concentration is at L3 , 
The reaotion at Lo is then (21,600)4/7 - 12,350#. In 
the same manner as for determining the stress in U 1-11 2 , 
the stress in U23 is determined. This same stress 
is the maximum stress in top chord U 3414 and bottom 
chord L -L 2 3' 
The maximum live load stress will occur in post U 2 -L2 
 and diagonal U2 -L3 when the 31,400# concentration is 
at L3 and 14,500# of the uniform load is at each of 
the panel points L3 , L4 , L5 , 15 . The reaction at Lo 
under this loading is (31,400)4/7 + (14,500)10/7 
38,2001„ This is the maximum stress in post U2 -L2 . 
The stress in diagonal U2-L3 is sec 4 (38,200) = 
1.55(38,200) = 59,2001. 
The maximum live load stress in diagonal U1-L2 will 
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occur when the 31,400# concentration is at L
2 and the 
uniform 14,500# is at L2 , L3 , L4 , L5 , L6 . The reaction 
at Lo under this loading is 
(31,400)5/7 + (14,500)15/7 = 53,500# 
53,500(1.55) = 82,900# 
The maximum live load stress in post U3-L3  and diagonal 
U3-L4 will occur when the 31,400# concentration is at 14 
and 14,500# of the uniform load is at each of the panel 
points L4 , 15 , 16 . The reaction at Lo under this loading 
is (31,400)3/7 + (14,600)6/7 = 25,850#. This is the max-
imum live load stress in post U3 -L3 . The stress in dia-
gonal U34 is see cf (25,850) = 1.55(25,850) = 40,000#. 
Impacts- 
L0 -12= 50/(128+125)*(57,400+35,000) = 18,050# 
U1 •U2 = .19(60,000 + 25,000) = 16,800# 
U2 -U3 , U3-U4= .19(73,600 + 30,750) = 20,600# 




3  . .19(60,500 + 30,750) = 18,050# 
13-14= .19(73,600 + 30,750) * 20,600# 
171 -L1= 50/(110+125)•(45,900) = 9,770# 
U1 -L2= 50/(90+125)•(82,900) 	19'; 2 ►0# 
U22= 50/(90+125)•(38,200) = :8,880# 
U2-13= 60/(72+125)•(59,200) - 15,000# 
U3-13= 50/(54+125)•(25,850) - 1,220# 
U3 -14= 50/(54+125)•(40,000) = 11,200# 
WIND STRESSES 
(Stresses in Bottom laterals) 1. 1/2 times the vertical pro-
jection of the lower half of the span is approximately 8 sq. 




A 0 C F- 
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ft. per ft. of span. The live loadcwind stress is 8(30) 
• 240f. The wine load is then 8(30) + 240 480# per. ft. 
o bottom chord The panel load is then P 480(18)-8680#. 
A 	 4 
vh 	'41 T PAN lis@Wor" 	  
Tan 4 - 18/40 - .48 and Sec 0 = 1.09 
.P sea 4 - 8630(1.09) - 9,400# 
Referring to the above diagram, the stresses are as follows: 
	
Stress in A'S = 9,400(21/7) 	28,200# 
Stress in C'D ■ 9,400(16/7) ■ 21,600# 
Stress in D'S - 9,400(10/7) 	13,400# 
Stress in B/P - 9,400(6/7) au 8,080# 
(Stresses in top lat6rels) The wind stress will be consider- 
ed as 160# per ft. of trues, which is the minimum allowable. 
Then the panel load will be 160(18) 	2700#(P) Sec V - 1.09 
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Referring to the diagram on the proceeding page: 
Stress in DC' - 2,940(15/7) = 6,300# 
• " 3D' - 2,940(10/7) ut 4,200# 
PE' - 2,940(6/7) = 2,5E0# 
• 6 strut DD' = 2,700(15/7) * 5,780# 
• 6 El' = 2,700(10/7) - 3,850# 
(Wind Stresses in Portals) There can be two panel loads 
applied to the portal at either side, which load is 
2,700(2, • 5,400i. End posts are considered fixed „the 
point of contraflexure being midway between the bottom of 
the portal and the shoe joint 1.0 . 
Prom the clearance diagram above it is found that the por- 
tal can be 8' deep. The total length of the end post is about 
29'. The distance from the shoe joint to the bottom of the 
portal is 29 - 8 - 21', and the point of coutraflexure is 
21/2 = 10.5'. Each end post has equal resistance to horizon-
tal shear, which is 2700# at point of eontraflexure: The 5400# 
load will cause a positiTe reaction at one point of oontraflex* 
ure and a negative moment at the other. The reaction at 0, or 
0I(see print on next page) is 5400(18.5)/21 - 4750#. Stresses 
are now found by graphics; drawing substitute frame 0•2-Q. 
. 	 I. = 
• - •;21-' 
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DESIGN OF SECTIONS 
(Intermediate Post)• Wide flange beams will be used for this 
section. Depth of truss is 23'. ♦ Beth. G-12 at 61.0# gives 
2.31 as the least radius of gyration. 	- 23(12)/2.31=120, 
which is the limit for slender ratio. From curve, 7,760# is 
the allowable unit stress. 91,230/7,750 = 11.78 sq. in. area 
required. The beam has an area of 17.92 sq. in., which is ex-
cessive, but will be used as it proves to be most economical. 
This section will also be used for U33' proving to be most 
economical. 
(Ranger U1 -L1 )- The required area is 109,820/18,000=6.1 sq. in. 
The same section as used for U '2 will be used, giving an ef-
fective area of 17.92 . 4(.38) * 16.40 sq. in., which is exces-
sive but will be used. (G-12 at 61.0#) 
(Diagonals U1 -1,2 ). The required area is 244,170/18,000 - 13.6 
sq. in. The same section as used for U 1 -L1 will be used here, 
giving an effective area of 16. 40 sq. in. (G-12 at 61.0#) 
(Diagonal U2 -L3 )- The required area is 148,700/18,000 - 8,25 
sq. in. A Beth. B-12 at 36# gives an effective area of 
10.58 - 4(.38) - 9.06 sq. in. and.will be used. 
(Diagonal U3-14 )- The required area is 51,200/18,000-2.85 sq. 
in. Two angles 3 1/2 by 2 1/2 by 5/16 give an effective area 
of 2(1.78) - 2(.27) - 3.05 sq. in., and will be used. 
(Bottom Chord 1,041 -11 )• 219,660/16,000 = 12.2 sq. in. for the 
required area. 4 angles, 6 by 4 by 7/16 give an effective 
area of 4(4,18).2(2)(7/8)(7/8)..13.71 sq. in., and will be used. 
(Bottom Chord 12 -13 )- 336,300/18,000 = 18.7 sq. in. for the re- 
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quired area. 4 angles, 6 by - 4 by 9/16 give an effective area 
of 4(5.31) - 2(7/8)(18/16) - 19.71 sq. in. and will be used. 
(Bottom Chord L3-L4 )- 480,950/18,000 = 22.3 sq. in for the re-
quired area. 4 angles, 6 by 4 by 11/16 give an effective 
area of 4(6.40) . 2(7/8)(E2/16) - 23.20 sq. in. and will be 
used for this section. 
(Top Chord U1.172 ). 12,000 will be used as the allowable unit 
stress. 326,800/12,000 - 27,2 sq. in. for the required area 
of the cross section. The following section will be assumed: 
One cover plate 20" by 1/2" 
Two channels 15" at 35# 
Total section area = 30.58 sq. in. 
The least radius of gyration for - this built up section is a-
bout the horizontal axis and is 5.84. The value of L/r -
18(12)/5,84 = 37. For this value, the allowable unit stress 
is 16,000 e 70(37) = 13,410#: The required area is therefore 
326,800/13,410 24.4 sq..in. The section chosen is slightly 
in excess of this figure but will be used. 
(Top Chord U2-U3 -U4 ). The same section as for U1 -U2 will be 
used as that section will prove satisfactory. 
(end Post U1 -L0 )- The same section as chosen for the top chords 
will be assumed, giving an area of 30.58 sq. in., and a least 
radius of gyration of 5.84. The end post is 29' long, so the 
value of L/r 29(12)/5.84 - 89.5(about). The allowable stress 
is therefore 16,000 	70(59.5) 	11,800# per sq. in.(app.). 
The required section area is 325,450/11,800 - 27.6 sq. in. The 













(Bottom Laterals)- The maximum stress in the end bottom la-
terals is 28,200#. The required area is 28,200/18,000 
- 1.56 sq. in. One angle, 3 by 3 by 6/16 gives an effective 
area of 1.78 -(5/16)(7/8) = 1.55 sq. in. and will be used. 
All other laterals in the bottom will be made of this section. 
(Top Laterals)- The maximum stress is -6,300#. One angle, 
4 by 3 by 5/16 will be used. 
DESIGN OP JOINTS 
All joints will be designed to develop the full strength of 
the member. All gusset plates will be made 1/2" thick. Ri-
vets shall be 3/4" in diameter. The gage line of angles will 
be placed on the center line of the truss. When an angle has 
two gage lines, the one nearest the back is used. The center 
of gravity of the top chord and end post are placed on the 
center line of the truss. 
(Joint 111 ). the gusset plate will be shop riveted to U l -U2 
 and field riveted to sack of the other members. Bearing con. 
U, 13.410x30.58.408.000 trols the number of rivets in 
L0-U1, and the number of field 
rivets required will be 
355,000/(.75)(.37)20 000 = 64, or 
-o 	32 on each side. The number of 
shop rivets for U1 -112 is 
408,000/(.75)(.57)24,000 = 62, or 
31 on each side. The number of field rivets in U 1-L2 is de-
termined by single shear and is 262,000/4,420 - 60, or 30 ri-
vets on each side. The number of field rivets in hanger U1-L2 
al 
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is determined by single shear and is the same as for U 1 -L2 . 
(Joint L0 )- Cast iron shoes will be used at the fixed end, 
while cast iron rockers will be used at the expansion end. 
A 4" pin will be used if it prove* satisfactory. The forces 
acting on the pin are all vertical and equal to one-half the 
sum of the dead load, live load, impact, times the number 
of panels. This equals (1/2)(44,800+31,400)7 = 133,350. 
The minimum thickness of the gusset plate t = 133,350/4(24000) 
= 1.39". The thickness of the web is ,422", so the requir- 
ed thickness of the plates is 1.39 . .422 = 0.97". A 1" 
gusset plate 
3.469" 	 
will be used. 
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The maximum bending moment is 2.211(66,675) = 147,200 in. lbs. 
The maximum shear is 66,67E4. The diameter od the pin re-
quired by moment is d = 	10.21tic = 9'10.2(147,000)/24,000 








0= 1.27(66,675)/12,000 - 7.08 and d 2.59. The 4" pin is 
satisfactory. 
Rivets required in L0 .U1 - 
355,000/(.42)(.75)(24,000) - 48, 
or 24 en each side.(shop). 
Rivets required in Lo-Lr 
219,000/4,420 • 50, or 25 on 
L, each side.(field) 
(Joint L2 )- The gusset plate will be shop riveted to L2-L3 














16,000x 13:71= 219,000 
L,  
16,000x 1971 = 315,000 
L3 
Rivets required in 111-1,2- 262,000/4,420 - 60, 30 on each side. 
11.12=219,000/4,420 	50, 25 " 
* 12-13- 315,000/5,300 - 60, 30 " " 
	n 
" U2-Le 91,200/(.5)(.75)(16,000) 	16, 8 on 
each side. All of the above are field rivets except those for 
L2-L3, which are shop rivets. 




0 	 0 
'S 
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18,000%19.11= 355,000 184100 x 2520 =417000 
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Rivets for 1,2 -L3= 356,000/4,420 = 80, 40 on each side. (field.) 
88, 44 " 	" .(shop) 
34, 17 " " 	" Afield) 
" UeLe 139,000/6,750 = 20, 10 " 	 .( " ) 
" U4 -Les 55,000/4,420 = 12, 6 " " 	" .( " ) 
(Joint U2 )- Gusset plate shop riveted to - U1 -U2 at U2. 
U, (3,410.30.58=408,00o Ua I 3,410 x 3058= 408,000 U3 
 0 	id' 
Rivets for Ul -U2= 408,000/9,000 - 46, 23 on each side.(shop) 
" U3-U2= 408,000/7,500 = 54, 27 .(field) 
" 1•2 412= 139,000/7,500 - 18, 9 " " .( 	" 	) 
" U3 -U2- 148,700/4,420 = 34, 17 " " • ( 
END PLATE DESIGN 
The maximum pedestal reaction is 133,350# and the area of 
each masonry plate must be 133,350/600 = 221 sq. in. (600# 
per. sq. in. allowable bearing stress on concrete masonry). 
A plate 12" by 2" by 24" will be used giving an area of 
288 sq. in The length of the rocker arm will be taken as 
24", so the bearing stress between the rocker and the plate 
is 133,350/24 = 5,bbOt per. lin. in. The allowable is 600d 
(used d - 18", diameter of rocker) = 600(18) = 12,800# lin. in. 
* " 14-Le 417,000/5,300 = 
a " U2 -lie 148,500/4,420 = 
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COST OP PRATT TRUSS BRIDGE 
The weight estimate of the Pratt truss bridge is given in 
the table below. 
No. pos. 	Shape 	Section 







6 I-Beams B-15 27 8 35 1,339 7,980 
10 Angles 4x3x5/16 41 4 7.2 295 2,952 
Portal System 
8 Channels 15" 27 8 35 965 7,800 
4 Cover P1. 20"x1/2 26 7 :34 901 3,604 
4 Angles 4x3x5/16 13 6 7.2 102 408 
4 a " 22 0 7.2 154 637' 
4 a " 6 5 :7.2 ,-46 185 
4 a 38 6 7.2 276 1,704 
4 se 4x3x1/2" 6 5 11.2 72 288 
Truss Members 
8 Channels 15" 36 5 35 1,278 10,224 
2 Cover P1. 20x1/2" 92 0 34 3,128 6,256 
4 Channels 15" 54 10 35 925 7,700 
2 Posts G-12 20 1 61 1,220 2,440 
2 w a 20 11 61 1,281 2,562 
2 laterals a 21 0 61 1,285 2,570 
2 " 25 11 61 1,586 3,172 
2 Beam B-12 26 0 36 936 936 
4 Angles 3x2x5/16 25 2 1.78 45 180 
16 " 6x4x7/16 53 7 14.3 772 12,352 
8 0 6x4x11/16 18 1 21.8 383 3,064 
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Length Wt. per. Weight 
No. pos. 	Shape 	Section Pt. In. ft. lb. 	each Total 
Hand Railing 
4 Angles 21/2x2x1/4 128 0 3.6 461 1,844 
4 3x3x1/2" 4 3 •9.5 40 160 
Floor System 
6 Beams BG-30 38 10 220 8,680 51,480 
2 190 7,410 15,820 
91 Stringer B-12 18 0 28 504 45,864 
Total Wt. 191,082 
Floor Slab Concretea(6.5/12)(38)(128)/27 = 97 cu. yd. 
Gravity piers will be used as in the plate girder. 
tINAL COST 0i1 BRIDGE 
191,082# structural steel in place at *0.05 0,554 
Details, 57b, 9,555f structural steel in place at f0,05 477 
• 97 cu, yd. concrete (floor slab) at f20.00 1,940 
273 sq. yd. wearing surface at *0.60 164 
2 gravity piers at f1,200.00 2.400 
Total cost - *14,535 
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CONCLUSION 
A table of the cost of the four bridges is given below: 
Cost of Reinforced concrete bridge 116,979 
Cost of incased Steel type bridge - 	19,316 
Cost of Plate carder Bridge 19,796 
Cost of Pratt Truss Type Bridge 14,535 
From the above table it is seen that from the standpoint of 
first cost only, the Fratt bridge is some $2,000.00 the more 
economical. It must be remembered that no type selection is 
made here and many things are to be taken into consideration 
before a selection would be made. Due to the 40 ft. width of 
roadway used, the weights of members in the steel bridges are 
very large and for this reason the cost of these bridges may 
be somewhat in excess since a flat rate of 10.05 per. lb. for 
structural steel in place was used. 
The margin of cost difference for the concrete structures is 
due,no doubt,to the great difference in span lengths, the en-
cased steel type pan being double that of the reinforced. 
'ESIGN TABLES 
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Table Number I.. Areas and Summation of Perimeters 
also Weights of Bars 





Number of Bars 
1 2 3 7 4 5 6 7 
3/8'1 0 0,376 0.11 0,22 0.33 0.44 3.55 1.66 7 .77 
1.18 2,36 3,53 4.71 5,89 7.07 7,25 
1/2°0 0,668 A 0,20 0,39 0,59 0,79 0,98 1.18 1,33 
0 1.57 3.14 4.71 6,28 7.35 9.42 10.99 
1/2"S 0,850 0.25 0.50 0,75 1,30 1,25 1,50 1.75 
2.30 4,00 6.00 8,00 10,00 12,00 14.00 
5/3"0 1,043 0.51 0,61 3,92 1,23 1.53 1,34 non 
1.96 3,93 5.39 7,35 9.32 11,73 13.74 
3/4"0 1,502 A 0,44 0,88 1,33 1,77 2.21 2,65 3,09 
0 2- 36 4,71 7.07 9.42 11.78 14.14 15.49 
7/3"0 2.044 A 0,60 1.20 1,80 2.41 3,01 3.61 4.21 
0 2,75 5.50 8.25 11,00 13.74 16,49 10,24 





0,79 1.57 2.36 3.14 3.33 4.71 5.50 
3.14 6.38 9.42 12 57 15,71 18,85 21,99 
1" 3 3,400 A 1,00 2,00 3,10 4,30 5.30 5,00 7,00 
0 4.00 3.00 1400 10.00 20,00 24,00 25.00 
11/33 4.303 A 1,27 2.53 3.80 5.06 33 7.59 7 ;26 
0 4.50 9.00 13.50 18.30 22.9 27.00 31,50 
1 1/43 5.313 A 1.56 3.12 4,69 0.25 '7.11 1.38 10,94 
0 '..00 10.00 15,00 20,00 25.00 33,30 35,00 . 
Areas and StrAmations of Perimeters for Various 3 7)acin s. 
Bar 	 3pacLnc of- Bars In Inches 
 
Size 3" 4" 5" 0" 7" :, 10" 12" 
3/8"0 A 0,44 0.33 0,26 0,22 0,19 0 617 0,13 0,11 
- 0 4,71 1.53 2/,3 2.36 2.04 1.73 1.41 1.18 
1/2 4 0 A 0.7'3 0.59 9.47 9.30 0.34 0.29 0,26 0,20 • ')'' 4 71 2 77 2 14 2 59 :: 	36 1 33 1 	'LI 
1/2"S 1. 00 0.75 3.60 9.50 3.43 1.37 1 o .J ♦ :... 
8.00 6.)3 4.80 z4 )0 .:....3 7.30 2.40 2,00 
5/8"0 A 1.': 0.92 3.74 0.61 0.57 0,46 0,37 0.31 
0 7.;:3 :..09 4.71 3.)3 3.36 2.94 2.35 1.06 
3/4 1'0 A 1.1 1 1.:'2 1.36 0.83 1.76 3,06 0.53 0,44 
0 .. ;..4 7.0 65 4.71 4!..04 3.53 2.83 2.36 
7/0"0 2.40 1,0 1,44 1,20 1.03 0,00 0,72 0.50 
_ 1..;.03 :.24 3.1)9 5.50 4,71 4,12 3,50 2,75 
1" 0 ,,14 n o :6 1.88 1.57, 1..7: 1,13 0,34 0,7S 
1..4.)6 . ).42 7.54 28 ;- ,L_. 4.71 L.77 3.14 
1" 3 A 4.30 7,,33 2.40 2.90 1.71 1,50 1,20 1,00 
0 1.:)3 11.30 1.50 '.:),-) 6.36 6.30 4.30 4.00 
11/e3 A 5,06 :480 7,04 1,53 2.17 1.39 1.2 1.27 
0 1.)0 1 . 50 10.20 3.00 7.72 14 85 5.40 4.50 
11/4S o
 
6,25 4.50 3.75 7,12 2.68 :.34 1,87 1,50 
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ased on the Formulae, 
f8 ( fs 
TABLE No t II , 
Values of k, 5, p, and K 
fe s 16000 fe Is 18000 
'22 fo k 3 p K k 3 p K 
10'1200 0.428 0.857 0.01 220.4'0.400 0.86 0 0133 208.3 
1250 0.438 0.854 0.0171 234.0 0.410 0.86 0.0142 221.3 
13 0.448 0.851 0.0182 247,8 0.419 0.86 0.0157 234.5 
13 0.457 0.848 0,0193 261.8 0,428 0.85 00161 247.8 
14 0.466 0,845 0.0204 276. 0.457 0.85 0 	70 261,4 
12 8 0.389 0.870 0.0103 143.2 0.880 0. 5 
9 0.402 0,866 0.0113 150.0 0.87 0.0093 
9 0.415 0.863 0.0123 170.0 0.871 0.0102 
10 0.421 0.957 0.0134 183.5 0.96 0.0111 








'  • 
0
  0.86 0.0120 
er) • co 
11 0.453 0.849 0.0156 211.5 0.959 00129 
1150 0.464 0,245 0.0167 225.8 0.855 0.0138 
1 200 0,474 0,242 0.0178 239,8 0,852 _ 0,0148 





































0.379 0,0077 107,5 0,351 0,883 ,00063 
0.396 0,0087 120,4 0,368 0.977 0,0072 0
 
1.() 0.413 0 
c'  • 0,0097 133,5 0,385 0,872 0,0080 
0.429 0,0107 146.9 0,400 0,867 0,0089 
0.444 00118 160.9 0.415 0,962 0,0098 
0 458 1,0/29 174,5 0.429 0.857 0.0107 
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